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A

lawyer claimed I’d inherited a fortune. He was stunned. Even called
back right after hanging up to repeat
himself, just to make sure I understood.
Saying, it, slowly, the, second, time.
“I can count,” I said. “The answer’s
still no.”
Today of all days I’m thinking about
what would’ve happened if I’d accepted
that money. I shake my head like a
horse to bring myself back to earth. It’s
something I’ll never know.

Every day here is Halloween. The kids
on my floor are always falling out of the
elevator with loot bags crammed with
scientific hazards. Pebbles coated in minerals, some kind of Kryptonite. Mornings
they poke their noses down the hall to
check if anyone’s dropped something,
thinking they’ll get lucky. I’ve told them
a thousand times—keep your heads and
arms inside. They don’t listen.
I slurp my morning coffee and look
thirteen floors down. The city is a
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museum of factories, rusted gas stations, soil shaved into rock and crystal,
a cave in an abyss. From the balcony
I see a squad of boys wading through
sludge, and they look up when I holler for them to climb out of the gutter.
One of them flips me the finger. They
carry on scavenging. It’s a gold rush,
alright. Fools gold for orphans. I’m all
for the kids having their fun, but I won’t
let them haul any more toxins into my
building. I can’t afford to wake up with

another lump in my throat. Out here
we don’t roll the dice twice. Cancer
doesn’t change its mind the second
time around.
I fasten my utility belt, strap on my
Kevlar vest, and head downstairs. The
elevator wires are live and poke out
like fingers. The stairwell’s littered
with debris. Microwaves, chairs, silverware, china. I kick my way down
with each step. Today makes a year
since the city went bankrupt. The
mayor’s thrown up his hands and
fled. Houses go for a dollar. Average
police response time is four hours,
the fire department, eight. If they
respond at all.
The population’s dwindled to less
than half. Word on the street is developers are going to swoop in any day
now and redeem us. Play God with a
caravan of bulldozers and erect a new
civilization. The few of us with work
pay no mind. We know the virus is
spreading outward. We know.

I

’ve just returned from a repo one city
over. People own things out there.
The throttle rattles in my palm. I hit the
hydraulic and slide the flatbed backwards, and when the beeping stops, I
open the door to the freightliner and
dismount. I release the locking hinge,
angle the butt of the deck at the pavement and lower the Maserati with love,
like it’s mine.
“Good job,” Boss says.
“Thanks.”
I’ve been the repo man here for six
years now. It’s just me and the old man,
night after night. Sometimes I look
out my window and catch his daughter, Rivka, in a bra at the start of her
shift. The red light washing out from
the room before she draws the curtains
down. I don’t blame Boss for the way he
feels. Sometimes you have to kill parts
of yourself in order to go on.
The rest of the time I’m on the road.
On rough days I second-guess what
I’m doing, which happens more often
than I’d like to admit. After I relieved a
man of his home on my last run, his
little girl tumbled out, teddy bear in
hand, begging me not to padlock the
front door. Days later her father’s face

was plastered all over bus stations,
a wanted man. I was the only thing
standing between them.
Which is to say that some good does
come out of this job. But mostly people
just want to hurt me. I don’t repossess
unless a duty’s been shrugged, a covenant broken. I don’t take things that
belong to people. I return things that
belong to people, even though I’ve never
liked guns. The inhumanity in them.
The blade is more intimate, honest. It
says you’ve gone to the trouble of taking the man in front of you seriously.
Seriously enough to get close.
If it has to go down, I want them to
know. I want them to know it’s me.

I

n the lobby I rub my eyes and do
a double take, still doubting what
I’m seeing. When I hear Ziggy’s rising
laugh, the ha-Ha-HA, I know it’s him,
and when he glides close enough that I
can see the drool off his chin, I know for
sure that Pup’s back in my life.
“Jesus,” is the first thing Ziggy says
to me.
“It’s really you,” Pup says.
They wrangle me in a hug and suddenly I’m in the swing of Ziggy’s dreads,
the hiss of Pup’s breath. I smell the
same smell on their arms from back
at the foster home. Baking skin and
sweat. I still see us twisting coconuts off
treetops, hacking at sugar cane. I haven’t seen these men since we were boys.
Bam’s boys. But my attention is stolen
by a flock of seagulls hovering over a
pile of garbage on the sidewalk, steps
from Rivka’s place of employment. The
birds squawk at each other, stab their
beaks into a network of plastic bags.
“Small world,” is all I can muster.
Ziggy notices my steel toes, his eyes
growing the further he clocks north.
“What happened to your arm, man?”
He tries pawing at the black spandex stretching from my shoulder to my
wrist. I react instinctively, step back.
“Job hazard,” I say.
One night a C.O. slipped into my cell.
I noticed I was swift with the shank. It
didn’t matter that he was bigger than
me. I’ve always been more comfortable among shadows. But I omit these
details as Pup and Ziggy stare, and
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by my silence they know not to press
further.
Just then, a squatter shoots into the
lobby and Pup jumps. Jittery, he pulls
out a lighter and starts playing with it.
It calms him down.
“What brings you boys here?” I ask.
Ziggy rubs the back of his neck.
“Well,” he says.
“He spent all the settlement money,”
Pup says.
“Shhh,” Ziggy tells him. He evaluates
the building lobby.
“Let’s celebrate somewhere,” I blurt.
“Brothers’ reunion.”
I assume Pup’s going to say something like, How come you never came
to visit when I was inside? Or, Why
did you leave us? Instead he rolls his
thumb back on the spark wheel and
ignites the flame again. It keeps making
that noise, chk-chk-chk.
“There,” says Ziggy, pointing to
Rivka’s building.
“I’ve been beeped for work, but I’ll
walk you over,” I say.
The canvas sneakers on Ziggy’s feet
are inked in blue marker. Size 11. It’s
impossible to talk a man fresh out of
county out of anything.
As I walk behind Ziggy toward
Rivka’s, he angles his glance over his
shoulder like he doesn’t know who’s
there, clenches his ass as he waddles
forward. Bam commanded us to call
him Dad. But dads don’t touch their
sons the way he touched us.
I dig at my sides for the emergency
whisky flask, the most crucial component in my utility belt. I haven’t had a
drink in over a year, since before this
city went belly-up. Right around the
time I yanked the knife from my boot
and went to work.
These boys aren’t going anywhere.
Even the seagulls are laughing now.

T

he old man keeps the vehicle inventory spic and span, windexes windshields, Armor Alls bodies. I test him
now and then by leaving a thumbprint,
and it’s always gone the next morning.
If things are slow, I’ll hop in my truck
and rove around with the shovel on
its nose, like a dune buggy on Mars,
scooping up landfill. At night, I’ll lift

out a space map from a fat dictionary
Boss uses as a paperweight. I’ll lean
my chair back as far as it’ll go, look up
through the skylight and trace the constellations with my fingers. The old man
doesn’t like that: “Get your head outta
the clouds,” he says, “It’ll ruin you.” I
know he means well, but I slip the map
back in the dictionary when he’s away
from his desk. I’ve learned that if you
want to keep anything safe around
here, you hide it in a book.

outfits from yesterday. Ziggy: white
linen. Pup: a purple pullover.
“They look up to you,” Rivka says as
the fellas skate away. “That one,” she
says, nodding at Ziggy, “Keeps staring
but won’t touch me. “Said he saw how I
was looking at you.”
“How were you looking at me?”
She mixes her martini. “You remind
me of someone I haven’t met yet. Or
someone I’ve always known. I haven’t
decided.”

Baking skin and sweat. I still see us twisting
coconuts off treetops, hacking at sugar cane. I
haven’t seen these men since we were boys.

R

ivka’s laughing at the world. Here
they go, clinking champagne
glasses. It’s all perfume and lipstick,
hell in high heels. It’s 5:30 in the afternoon and I’ve just walked through my
front door. I can already tell they’ve
been whispering things.
“Finally,” Rivka says, as if she’s been
waiting on me.
“Finally,” I say back. “What do I owe
you?”
“No,” she says, extending her hand.
“I mean nice to finally meet you.”
All I want is to slide into my bedroom, but I can’t say no now that
Rivka’s brought the party over here.
One of the girls hands me a glass of
my own Maker’s Mark, and Rivka jokes
that her old man better not see me with
it while I’m on duty.
“I’m always on duty,” I say.
“Then you deserve a drink,” she says.
She raises her glass.
“What’s he got you hauling around
these days?”
“Mostly cars,” I say. “Movable goods.”
Seeing me, Pup rushes over from the
other side of the room and falls into
my arms. He’s shorter than I am, chest
height. I hug him back, pat his head
like a dog.
“Sorry for the party D,” he says.
“Hope it’s okay.”
“It’s okay,” I say.
Ziggy’s right behind him, peeling Pup
off me. They’re both wearing the same

“Hmmm.”
“You got a gun?” she says.
“Don’t need one,” I say.
I don’t disclose the fact that I’m
already on my second strike. Firearms
possession is a felony. One more and
it’s life.
“What if some neanderthal comes at
you waving a gat?”
“Reach for my phone,” I say.
“Dispatch a unit.”
“Listen to him,” one of the girls says,
drifting by. “We got a bad boy on our
hands.”
Their perfume hangs in the air. I try
not to enjoy staring at them too much.
Rivka’s voice comes at me gently.
“You’re all right,” she tells me. “I like you.”
“That should worry you.”
I down my whiskey, then hurry to
my room. With my headphones wailing
in my ears, I can’t hear their voices. By
the time the stars come out, I’m almost
back to normal.
Except I dream about those girls.
Dreams like I haven’t had in years. Wild
dreams. Teenage dreams. The kind a
man my age shouldn’t be having.
When I wake up and feel the light fall
on my face, things go limp down there.
Nobody’s around, but the embarrassment almost does me in. The morning
takes me back to the farm where we grew
things. Ploughing, tilling. Yawning at the
sun. When I stepped into the main house
all the boys would be there, Pup and
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Ziggy too. Pup, the youngest, would get
the worst of it. Pup the rebel. Hands over
the stove, plunged into the fire.
I remember going to the deposition
and lying. The police snatched us from
the compound, but we were coached.
We knew exactly what to say if the
authorities came knocking.
There’s a difference between letting
them go and letting them down. I used
to know the difference.

T

oday the hangar’s full. Someone hits
the PRESS TO TALK button outside
the gate. The buzzer rips loud enough to
rattle me out of my chair. It’s Rivka.
“You just missed him,” I tell her,
meaning Boss.
She walks past me, tracing her fingers over the hood of a ’74 Corvette.
“Show me what’s under there,” she
says. When she stops to consider the
contours, I realize she isn’t interested
in rebuilding any burned bridges. She’s
making mental maps, scoping out cameras, calculating odds.
I look out the window, and there’s
Pup standing on the curb with Ziggy.
They’re both hooded, with their backs
to me, but I recognize the way Ziggy cradles his cigarette, the way Pup’s hands
rattle when he’s nervous.
I go stand beside the cars and cross
my arms. Sometimes, a look is enough.
“Just hear me out,” she says, but
before she can continue, the fellas are
at the door.
I let them in because I prefer not to
be lied to.
“I told you boys not to follow me
here,” Rivka says.
Pup’s carried that desperate look in
with him.
“Out with it,” I say.
His hands are clasped behind his
back, but I can hear the lighter being
spun, snapping out sparks.
“It’s c-c-called an Act of God,” Pup
stutters, “I l-l-looked it up.”
“Yeah,” Ziggy says, “Accidental fires
happen here all the time.”
“What he’s trying to say,” Rivka
says, “is we fence the cars, burn this
bitch to the ground, and cut you in.
My father collects the insurance.
Everybody wins.”

She loops a steel halo around her fingers. She’s got the keys to the kingdom.
“I’m going to pretend you never came
here,” I say.
“Whatever,” Rivka says. “I told you
guys he wouldn’t go for it.”
I take the lighter out of Pup’s hands.
A tapping sounds off against the window, and I’m relieved to hear it’s just
the rain, until I see a car idling outside. I can’t see the model. It makes me
wonder if it’s somebody worth worrying
about.
“C-c-ould we crash at your place ’til
we find a place to go?” Pup asks.
“Yeah, can we?” Ziggy adds.
“Fine,” I say.
When the car peels away, I remember that most of the inventory doesn’t
even belong to Boss. He’s the last of
the insured. It could be that the boys
have already set this plan in motion.I
slide away from the window. I don’t
want to give whoever’s out there any
ideas.
There are as many places to hide in
the city as there are places to hunt.
I’ll let them compete for the
crosshairs.

T

here are lots of Rivkas out there.
Charmaine was fourteen going
on thirty. As teens, she and I started
out boosting drain covers because
in the tropics, rain was more common than food. We’d drive a wedge in
the ground with a crowbar, then sell
the covers to the scrap yard. When
the metal salvage industry tanked,
we started siphoning gasoline from
logistics trucks and moved the diesel to the containers at the shipping
yards. Later, we graduated to cashing forged cheques. I went down for
that one. They tried using me to get
to Charmaine, but I kept my mouth
shut. Cost me six years.
To this day I can’t figure it out,
but she liked me for me. That always
counted for something. Often when I
drive around, part of me is still looking for her. But the road is just empty
space. You feel your own absence in the
absence of things.
Charmaine turned me grateful. If it
wasn’t for her, I would’ve never learned

my trade. I also would’ve probably left
this town by now.
True love never dies. It kills.

M

y beeper goes off, 0741. Dispatch
for a single run, the day’s only
one. Boss already gave me the week off,
but I have a hard time telling him no.
The house is a bungalow with a crater in the middle of its asphalt roof.
Aluminum siding chipped in pieces bigger than the window openings. The culde-sac is barren, pie-shaped, a dead-end
slice. An elderly woman in open-fingered
gloves drags a see-through garbage bag
full of cans across the street. The tin
scratches in eeks against the pavement.
From the porch, I look around before
retracting the barrel bolt, turn the knob
carefully.
“Fellas,” I say, stealing a breath.
“Hey, D,” Ziggy says.
“W-w-hat’s up, D?” Pup says.
“Put the stuff down,” I say. “I’ll call
that lawyer, get you my share of the
settlement.”
“Too late,” Ziggy says. “They gave it to
another kid.”
“Nothing you take here is worth the
trouble,” I say.
Ziggy frowns at my scars. “How much
that old man pay you, anyway?”
“Enough to keep me honest.”
I stare at them hard and cold.
“Have it your way,” Ziggy says.
They step away from the scraps. Pup
runs up and hugs me.
“Let go of him,” Ziggy says.
As Pup obeys, he whispers in my ear.
“You’re not gonna t-t-tell on us, are you, D?”
I start for the door to retrieve the car
in the garage. When I pass through the
doorway, Ziggy speaks up.
“Anything sharp in there?” he
asks, eyeing my tool belt. “It’s a rough
neighbourhood.”
His smirk withers behind the words.
His red eyes tell me he’s been using
again, and the silence in the room is cut
by the shingles flapping above us. Pup
looks at me, and when I don’t flinch, he
looks over to Ziggy for confirmation.
Night’s falling on the roof, and when I
look up through the opening, I see stars
dancing on the boys’ heads. I offer to
put them up at my place, keep an eye
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on them. When Ziggy declines and Pup
follows, I know they’ve gone too far in the
wrong direction. I see it on their faces.
They’ve already made up their minds.

I

know someone at the casino who can
get me a gun, a white boy named
Stretch, a gambler, a loser. The type
that’s always scheming.
I’m cruising with my eyes behind me.
A ’97 Audi Sport, sleeker than I’m used
to seeing, trails too carefully. It looks
like a car I repo’d a few runs back, but
I can’t be sure. I look down at the titanium protectors shielding my knuckles.
I tug at each glove, left then right, make
sure they’re snug. I turn from Fifth onto
Pine, but the Audi doesn’t follow. I park,
still shifted in D, my foot on the brake,
engine running.
Stretch leans into my window. A bus
ticket to the casino pokes out of his
chest pocket.
“Let’s see it,” I say.
“Show me you’re good for it,” he says
back.
I reach into my boot and roll out
three crisp hundreds.
“It’s six hundred now,” he says.
“You said three.”
“You want it or not?”
“Turn around,” I say, reaching for
more cash in a compartment under my
steering wheel. I look out and see that
the car back there isn’t his. Down the
street’s corridor I see someone else in
the driver’s seat. It’s Rivka.
“You taking her with you?” I ask.
“That’s my business.”
He hands me the .38. The bus stop
is just around the corner, and when
I see him trotting towards her to say
goodbye, I assume Rivka’s off the clock.
Stretch hands the extra three hundred
to her. She doesn’t know what she’s
looking at, what I’m going to use this
pistol for. The irony of the transaction
sends a tingle down my windpipe. For
a second, I think the cancer’s back. I
drive to her end of the street.
“Don’t tell me what you were doing
with him,” she says. “I don’t wanna
know.”
“I was about to say the same thing.”
Taped to the corner of her windshield
is a picture of Boss and her younger self.

“All I’m going to do is unlock a
door,” she says. “That’s it.” She
reverses the car then screeches away.
The pistol is a frozen clump against
my leg. I lift it and try to concentrate,
but my beeper interferes. A 1020,
Where Are You. Boss is out of room.
He wants me to unload a major haul.
I silence the beeper and pick the pistol back up. I squint down the length
of steel and point at the spot where
Rivka’s car was parked. I thumb the
hammer back.
It clicks the way a gun clicks when
it’s ready to fire.

I

don’t sleep that night or the next. I’ve
brought my star map home. Gazing
and tracing.
I tell Boss I’m sick, so he delays the
shipments. What I don’t tell him is that
I’m constantly driving by the hangar,
eyeing the land like a hawk, three times
a day, five at night.
When Friday rolls around and nothing’s happened, I start to think I’ve had
an impact.But then I get a call. Heavy
breathing and hesitation. What doubt
does to a man.
“Pup,” I say.
But all I hear is dial tone.

S

aturday morning Boss pages me a
666, says he can’t go out. A sandstorm is curling into the area, and he
won’t run the risk of having me transport inventory cross town. Besides,
his stomach is acting up again, so
it’s his turn to take the day off. Take
your pills and keep your food down,
old man.
I curve onto the turnpike and head
for another survey of the hangar.
My hands are usually more steady
than this. Before I get there, I reach
for my flask, one hand on the steering wheel, the other at my hip. Empty.
The only watering hole in the area
gets happy hour going before noon.
Two blocks over from the site, just off
the exit ramp. If I sit in the right spot,
where the windows meet, I can see the
hangar at an angle.
I pull up to the bar and duck in,
shoot a couple of Maker’s Marks before
reaching over the counter for the phone

to call Rivka.” When she answers, I’m
relieved to hear she’s at the whorehouse. At least I know there are mistakes I haven’t made
“I couldn’t do it,” she says. “But
those brothers of yours wouldn’t stop.”

N

o sign of Boss. The inventory’s on
the other end of the building in a
part I haven’t accessed in years.
The corridor is littered with graffiti. On one side, YOU’RE NEXT, a few
steps forward to the right, TRY THE
ELEVATOR, and at the end of the line,
BANG BANG. File folders and newspapers strewn across the floor. A headline
reads BRACE FOR MORE CUTS. Every
step brings the sound of heavier winds,
dense and in heaps, lashing against the
windows. I move from room to room.
The basement floor is visible through
the spiralled staircase. A sheet of ice
covers the concrete slab. Inside is a
human figure, its legs pitching out like
popsicle sticks. I tap my flashlight a few
times, but the bulb’s light flickers, then
dims. There’s a noise coming from the
crawlspace. I unholster my gun and
move in.
I’m on the roof now and Pup is
all I’m sorry I’m sorry I’m sorry and
Ziggy’s on the other end, cursing himself. I hear sirens off in the distance.
I wipe the dust from my eyes, put my
face back to the pistol’s pin and align
its sights, moving them back and
forth. Pup’s hands launch upward,
Ziggy cowers in a corner. I don’t know
if I’ll shoot. I never know what I’m
going to do next.
They race away. I’m staring at a
somersaulting flame. It’s Boss, burning. The cloud storm, gathered into
clumps, is hurling in figure eights, zigzags, spirals, which only fan the fire.
I look over the roof’s ledge. The only
escape is down.
I grab the pocket extinguisher from
my belt, spray him all over. I perform
CPR, his skin sizzling under my touch,
then drag him to the hospital.
Now I’m in my apartment, sweating and drinking. I’ll accept a confrontation with the ghosts out there
if that’s what it’s come to. But I won’t
go peacefully.
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F

irst thing that goes through my
mind when the police haul me in
for questioning is that Pup must’ve
left something behind, a forensic trace
that’s going to drag us all to hell. Wrong.
Boss went to the hangar to retrieve a
car for his daughter, a make-up gift.
Pup and Ziggy claim he wanted to burn
the building with himself in it. But the
morning of the fire the old man picked
up 200 ml of Creon. A digestive aid. The
detective points out the obvious. No one
fills a prescription the day they’re planning to kill themselves.

T

he judge declares Pup mentally
competent to stand trial, an assessment I can’t agree with.
“You never came to visit,” he says,
then tells me Ziggy’s hunting in stripmall parking lots down south. He’s still
looking for our foster father, still in
denial that he’s been dead a long time.
“You ever think about your life?”
Pup says. “Things you did? Things you
coulda done different?”
“Sure,” I say.
“Then?”
“Then I stop thinking about it,” I say.
“Aren’t you afraid of going back to
prison?”
“No,” I say. “This whole world’s a
prison, only bigger.”
Pup still reeks of kerosene. He’s
chained at the ankles, arms behind his
back, moulded in surrender. When I
was inside my rivals supplied me with
details about how they were going to
put me out of my misery. Which bones
they were going to break, and in what
order.
Pup’s close enough to the glass to
kiss it.
“Keep your head down,” I say.
His eyes are questions marks.
“D?” he says.
“Yeah, Pup?”
“If it’s not going to be okay in the
end, I want the end to come now.”
I stay quiet. You never know when
it’s going to be your turn.
Living is a dying art. I would’ve saved
them if I could.

T

hey run girls on the other side of
town now. A pimp stands on the

steps, his words tumbling through
wisps of smoke: our girls are the deepest, the tightest, wet like mermaids.
“What?” Rivka says. Not Hi, or, What
happened? I smell her rose-watered
perfume. The way her legs hold firm
and resolute makes me lower my eyes.
“Not sure, to tell you the truth.”
I feel my face contort into a demented
frown. She fans her hair behind her
back. Sees me lingering.
“I just redid my hair,” she says. “Is it
too dark?”
“Can the night be too dark?” I pause.
“I need some air,” I say.
The evening’s redness is fading in
grains of maroon sandstone. Soon the
stars will hang like grapes, give way to
twinkles, scarves of pixie dust cast in
long stretches of night.
“I underestimated you,” I say.
“There’s no looking down, not from
where we are,” she says.
Below us, a pit of gravel and soot.
Molten ash carved into a ring for stray
animals, onlookers cheering and slobbering, wagering on which beast will
tear up which, who will eat who.

She lifts my chin away from the
world. Her skin a vanilla gloss, breasts
shaped like teardrops. Her beauty a
kind of justice for my eyes.
I’m forty years old, not a young man
anymore. Rivka knew when to get out.
She’s smarter than me. Twenty years
on the streets and I haven’t learned a
damn thing.
A thought cuts me up. My flirtations
and fumbles. The girl who’d lift her shirt
in the stock room when I worked security at the dollar store. Carmen Swisher
and Talula Banks and the math whiz
who never wore panties because she
liked the breeze up her skirt. Juanita,
the mother of my stillborn child, and
Val, who aborted the other. All the girls
I had and all the ones I didn’t know how
to keep.
A smile at the door, home cooking.
Having a couple kids, being a dad.
I still wonder sometimes what that
would be like.
A thin slice of crescent moon beams
above Rivka and me, a fingernail clawing at the sky. It’s how quietly you swallow your losses, how readily you let go.
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How far you fly without the things you
used to have. Or never had.

M

onths pass. My throat’s started
tingling again. I’m lugging down
the street when a voice comes floating
through the heat. I don’t want to turn
around, because I know that voice.
“D,” it says.
Some of us have a way of dying and
coming back. Pup is a free man, following me, still trying to crack that code.
That algorithm of pain.
I remember our last encounter when
he was in the joint. He said, “I would do
anything for you, baby bro. Would you
do anything for me?” I told him what he
wanted to hear.
But now Pup’s speeding up, up, up.
“D!” he barks, “Wait up!”
He touches my shoulder, and I reach
for my knife. The solution finally in my
hands. The street is bathed in light. No
stars left to serve as guides.
Here we are. A band of boys clinging to one another, tinkering with
fate. Our way of being near. Finding
home.

